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1. Introduction 

To develop a wide-spectrum neutron polarizer for the pulsed 

neutron source is an important task [1,2).This task is especially 

vital in the case of unconventional use of neutrons, when the 

neutron beam divergence within the source to _user flight path is 

assigned as depending on neutron wavelength [3]. 

The polarizer [2] is performed as a set of N Soller stacks 

of magnetized mirrors placed on a drum along the cross-section 

circle. The polarizer is positioned at the distance L
1 

from the 

neutron source and rotates uniformly, in synchronism with the 

pulse repetition frequency, around the axis which is parallel to 

the neutron beam. 

Neutrqns emitted from the source reach the polarizer in the 

time proportional to their wavelength and are then polarized by 

the respective stack of mirrors characterized by the angle~ of 

its turn about the axis. 

2. Calculations and discussion 

To characterize the polarizer quality, we will introduce 

parameter a=E2T[4], where Eis the neutron polarizer efficiency 

and T is the neutron transmission. Parameters E and T are 

determined by transmission t• and t- of the "+" and "-" 

components of the neutron 

accordance with relationships 

r=t- /t•. 

flux in the magnetic field in 

E=(1-r)/(1+r) and T=t•+t-, where 

The polarizer is optimized if a=max, which is provided by 

conditions t•➔1 and r➔O. For these conditions to be satisfied,the 

angle e. of inclination of mirrors in the stack to the beam axis 

must be proportional to angle~-

Utilization of an even number n of collisions of a neutron 

with a pair of mirrors at passing the polarizer makes it possible 

to use a neutron source of relatively small linear dimensions. To 



provide for maximal transmission, the condition 8 = nd/1, where d 
• 

is the distance between mirrors and 1 is the mirror length, is 

satisfied. 

The wavelength interval /:J.'lt. and the relative transmission 

band of a pair of mirrors ~ = o'lt./'lt. being specified, we get 

/:J.'lt.= -2[ o'lt. = 2~[ 'lt. for minimal number N of stacks. Setting 
J J N 

'lt.
1

=bil.
1

_
1

, we 
2 

get /:J.'lt.=2~'lt.
1
(b -1)/(b-1}. Fig.2 shows the 

dependence E T('lt.) for N=1, 2, 4 and 8 ( curve 1, 2, 3 and 4, 

respectively). Here the coefficient 

from the'mirror was calculated by the 

for 8 > e±, where v±=(1-(8±/e} 2 ) 1 ✓ 2 , 

of the neutron reflection 

formula R±=((1-V±}/(1+V±)) 2 

and e± is the critical 

grazing angle for the "+"and"-" spin components, respectively, 
- -- ± - ± 

and a is the neutron grazing angle ( R = 1 for 8 s 8 ). The 

values of other parameters are following: L
1
= 2m, L

2
=2m, the 

polarizer radius R=SOcm, the mirror length 1=30cm, the polarizer 
- ' 

rotation frequency f=5Hz, b=4.5, 2.1 and 1.44 for N=2,4 and 

8, respectively, the beam dimensions Hu=0.1mm, Su=O. ·1min , H
5
= 

2H = 0.4mm ands= 25 = 2mm. 
p s p 

One can see (Fig. 2, curve 1) that the-relative transmission 

band is ~=0.35 (at E2T=0.5) and is equal to the value of 

ce•-e-)/(e•+e-). It follows from Fig. 2 that at N=B, the /:J.il. 

interval, where E2 T 2: o. 95, is 1+20A. An increase in the beam 

cross-section dimensions leads to a decrease in E2 T. 

An increase in the rotation frequency excludes the influ_ence 

of the· beam size along the Y axis· (Fig. 3) and correction 

of the mirror inclination angle i_n acc_ordance with relationship 

/:J.8 =Z /L excludes the influence· of the beam size along Z 
• • 1 ' 

(Fig.3}. 

The performed calculations prove that the polarizer has 

necessary characteristics at proper choice of its parameters N, 

f, R, 8 and can be .utilized at the pulsed neutron sources in a . -

wide range of the pulse repetition frequency. 
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Fig.1. Layout of relative position 

po~arizer, and a user. 
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Fig.2. Dependence of the E2 T on the neutron wavelength, in 

Fig.3. 

Angstrom 0+ = 3.5 · w-3 l(A) [5], 0- = 0+ /2. 

Dependence of the E2 T on the wavelength (in Angstrom) at 

f= 1.5Hz( curve 1 ), 15Hz( curve 2 ), and 50Hz( curve 3 ); 
= 0.1mm, and H = 0.2mm and 5cm 

p SP= 1.5cm, Su= 1cm, Hu 
without and with correction of the mirror inclination 

angle, respectively. 
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HHKHTeHKo IO.B. 
lllHpoKocneKTpaJibHhlH nom1pH3aTOp HeiiTpoHOB 
'AJUI HMilY JlbCHOro HCTOllHHKa HeHTpOHOB 

E13-94-284 

PaccMoTpeH mHpoKocneKTpaJibHhlH non.si:p1rnaTop HeiiTpOHOB 'AJt.sI HMnyJtb
CHoro HCTOllHHKa HeHTpOHOB. Ilom1pH3aTop npe'ACTaBJt.sieT co6oii COBOKYilHOCTb 
HaMal'HHlleHHblX 3epKaJI, pa3Me~eHHblX Ha 6apa6aHe. PaBHOMepHOe Bpa~eHHe 
IlOJI.sipH3aTopa CHHXpoHH3HpoBaHO C HMilYJibCaMH MO~HOCTH HCTOllHHKa HeHT
pOHOB. Ilom1pH3aTOP MO:XCeT 6b1Tb HCilOJib3OBaH Ha KOJIJlHMHPOBaHHOM ny11Ke 
nefl:TpoHOB C IlJlO~MbIO nonepetIHOro ce11eHH.sI 'AO 100 CM2 B HHTepsarre 'AJllIH 
BOJtH 2+20 A HCTOllHHKa HeiiTpoHOB c 11acT0Toii CJte'AOBaHHsi: HMnyJtbCOB MO~
HOCTH 'AO 50 fu;. 

Pa6oTa BhlnonHeHa s Jia6opaTOpHH Heii:TpoHHoii: cpH3HKH HM. 11.M.<I>paHKa 
OM.SIM. 

IIpenpHHT O61.e,1.1HHeHHOl'O HHCTHT)'Ta ll,l.lepHblX HCCJie,I.IOBaHHH . .!zy6Ha, 1994 
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A wide-spectrum neutron polarizer for a pulsed neutron source is con
sidered. The polarizer is made in a form of a set of magnetized mirrors placed 
on a drum. Homogeneous rotation of the polarizer is synchronized with the 
power pulses of the neutron source. The polarizer may be utilized in a collimated 
neutron beam with cross-section of the order of magnitude of 100 cm2 within a 
wavelength from 2 up to 20 A on sources with a pulse repetition frequency up to 
SO Hz. 

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron 
Physics, JINR. 
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